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Welcome to our second reading newsletter! I am reliably informed by Mrs Waddington,
that the link to this newsletter was clicked on by over 35 people. I really hope you enjoyed
reading it and found it useful and interesting. Let’s see if we can get more people reading
this half term. If you enjoyed reading the newsletter, tell a friend! Get them to read it too.
Once again, the purpose of this newsletter is to inspire our children to read as much as
possible. With Christmas approaching, there are many opportunities to read festive and
seasonal books. You might even find some inspiration for Christmas stocking fillers. I always
loved receiving books as a child, and my own children do too.
As we enter another ‘lockdown’ many children will be feeling worried and anxious about
the current situation. Children’s behaviour often reflects their feelings as they struggle to
find the words to explain how they feel. I have recommended some books here that
might help open up some discussions.
As always, your support is hugely appreciated,
Mrs Whitaker (English Lead)

Books to support children’s wellbeing
After the Fall (How Humpty Dumpty Got Back Up
Again) By Dan Santat
A wonderful book on overcoming fears and anxieties
after a difficult experience! It does so well showing
how your feelings towards things you used to enjoy
can be affected, but how little steps can help you
heal.
Charlie Changes into a Chicken By Sam Copeland
Shortlisted for the Waterstones Children’s Book Prize.
Charlie Changes into a Chicken is a humorous book,
which also sparks a great discussion over how worry
presents itself.
The Worrysaurus By Rachel Bright and Chris
Chatterton
A fun and reassuring tale about dealing with worries.
This book is beautifully illustrated and will help to open
up conversations in a gentle and approachable way

Supporting your child with reading
Bedtime Stories
Children are never too old for a bedtime story!
Find a high quality book with your child and try
to build it into a bedtime routine. Having that
quiet time together to share a story is magical
and a lovely, calm way to end the day. Plus, you
also get to enjoy the story, too!
Before long, your child will soon be hooked on
books (if they’re not already,) and will be
absorbing a wealth of rich vocabulary that they,
in turn, can then try using in their own writing.

KS2 Author Spotlight
Tom McLaughlin

Tom McLaughlin has illustrated several books for
Bloomsbury, including The Cloudspotter (as read by Tom
Hardy on CBeebies Bedtime Stories) and The Story Machine,
which has received wonderfully positive reviews and has
sparked a number of thought-provoking articles on dyslexia
(which Tom understands well, being dyslexic himself). Tom
loves drinking tea, eating lunch and drawing (in no
particular order). He lives in Devon.
We’ve all thought it: a twelve-year-old boy could do an
MP’s job at least as well as the present lot, probably better.
That’s the premise in Tom McLaughlin’s debut novel, only
the twelve-year-old in question – Joe Perkins – doesn’t just
get to be an MP, he accidentally becomes Prime Minister.
Promising that where there is grumpiness, may he bring
giggles and where there is jelly, may he bring ice-cream,
Joe sets out to make the country a happier, more relaxed
place. It works, at least until his scheming deputy puts a
spanner in the works, or a nail in a bouncy castle to be
precise. McLaughlin milks all opportunities for situation
comedy, and indulges in some terrific fantasy law-making
while the action scampers along at pace. Beneath the
humour there are serious points being made about
democracy and government, and this could actually inspire
future generations of politicians.
I read The Accidental Prime Minister with my daughter in the
summer and it was a book we both enjoyed. She is in Year
3, but this book would be enjoyed by any children in KS2.
Source:https://www.lovereading4kids.co.uk/author/3002/T
om-McLaughlin.html?page=2
Other books by Tom McLaughlin

EYFS and KS1
Picture books for November and December
Where the Poppies Now Grow by Hilary Robinson
and Martin Impey
Set in a bygone age, the carefree childhood of
Ben and his best friend Ray becomes a distant
memory when they join the army to serve their
country. But, in the midst of battle can their
friendship survive?
Written in a ‘House that Jack built’ style, this
sympathetic rhyming story introduces children to
the history and the trenches and the importance
of friendship.
A firm favourite in Robin class
Snow by Sam User
Every child loves a snow day - no school and
snowball fights galore! But Sam has to wait for his
Grandad. Trying to hurry him up, Sam tells
Grandad all the other kids have gone to the
park... and all the local dogs... and all the zoo
animals! Only when they finally arrive does
Grandad see Sam was telling the truth - and both
of them get stuck in having fun on their snow day!
This is another favourite of mine, and one of a set
of seasonal stories centred around Sam and his
Grandad. It is a beautifully illustrated book which
tells the story of a wonderful relationship between
Grandad and Grandson.

Mog’s Chrismas by Judith Kerr
Mog is a wonderful character, who has
been entertaining us for over 50 years. This
lovely Christmas story of the troublesome
cat does not disappoint. It's Christmas, and
Mog's house is full of strange noises and
peculiar smells. Everyone is busy hanging
holly and blowing up balloons, and where
is that tree going? But it's always a Merry
Christmas in the end when you're with Mog
and her family.

Guiding Children’s Reading Choice
I hope the reading tube map last term helped you to choose books by different
authors. This term, I would like to share with you the Read Manchester map.
The map, aimed at children aged 8-11, encourages children to read books from
different lines by a wide variety of authors. It is the latest initiative from Read Manchester
to promote reading across the city. The campaign from Manchester City Council and
the National Literacy Trust to promote reading for pleasure has joined forces with
Transport for Greater Manchester to encourage children to try different authors and
genres of books using the Metrolink map as inspiration. We don’t need to be in
Manchester to enjoy great books, though!
Download the map here:
https://literacytrust.org.uk/communities/manchester/read-manchester-launchesreading-map-transport-greater-manchester/

Exciting dates, events and competitions to
get involved with!
Blue Peter Book Award – Shortlist announced!
Since 2000, the enormously popular and influential Blue Peter
Book Awards have been recognising and celebrating the
best authors, the most creative illustrators and the greatest
reads for children. The Blue Peter Book Awards 2019
celebrates children's books published in the last year in two
categories: the Best Story and the Best Book with Facts.
https://www.booktrust.org.uk/what-we-do/awards-andprizes/current-prizes/blue-peter-book-awards/
November is National Non-Fiction month.
Visit the website for book lists, activities
and resources.
Click on the picture for the link.

Royal Mail Letters to Santa
Deadline
Each year, Santa's elves at
the Royal Mail can help you
get a letter from Santa, if
children write to him by
early December.
Click on Father Christmas for
a link.
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